Bob Hurt Pretends, But.... Read On, Campers!

By Anna Von Reitz

Bob Hurt pretends that there is something insufficient or "not proper" about me and my material.

But a closer examination shows that Bob is suffering from delusional dysfunction.

What I am telling him --- and what the public records are telling him --- doesn't jive with what he has been taught and what he assumes to be true, so he is in what we popularly call "denial". He doesn't know why he doesn't believe me. He can't tell you what is wrong about my reference material or my approach --- which is to let you read it all for yourself. He just doesn't believe me.

He isn't alone.

He is also a member of the law enforcement community, which adds an extra layer of misconception. The roots of that misunderstanding have been carefully bred by the Masters who use the police and military as both fodder and guard dogs.

Bob also seems to assume that I am the only one bringing forward this information--- and that isn't so, either. Not by a long shot.

For insight into the role of the Rothschild Empire and the overall history from the seventeenth century forward read: The Ruling Elite by Deanna Spingola. This is a reasonable, scholarly work of history.

In it you will learn that the Rothschilds got their real start working for Landgrave Wilhelm of Hesse-Kassel, son of Frederick II, the nice man who sold the King of England 30,000 Hessian mercenaries to fight the Colonists. You will learn that the House of Rothschild brokered that deal and has profited from war ever since.

You will learn that "Wilhelm conscripted his male citizens and trained them as soldiers. Then he sold or rented them for "peacekeeping" services to Europe's royal families." (page 13, Trafford Publishing paperback edition) --- just like FDR conscripted, trained, and profited from our boys in World War II. Just like the vermin have done ever since. And just like the UN is doing now. Just like what China proposes to do with its idle "million man" army. All in the name of "peacekeeping" ---- just like always.

Wake up, America! Wake up, Bob! Smell the coffee? Hear the birds sing?

You will also learn that Rothschild fingerprints are all over BNP Paribas-- a conglomerate which dominates the Paris Stock Exchange and the largest global banking group on the planet---but here is the kicker: "they own Reuters, the Associated Press, Havas, Wolff, and have controlling interests in NBC, CBS and ABC. They are still gold agents for Britain and control the London Bullion Market Association (restructured since the publication of the book in 2011)....." and that's just page 31-32 of one book.
Solves the entire mystery of why "our" Mainstream Media is so incredibly useless and monotonous and dishonest, doesn’t it?

Time for everyone to realize that it truly isn’t "our" media--- its their media, and they are deliberately dumbing us down and force feeding us 24/7 on whatever mentally deficient garbage they wish us to consume.

Here is another wonderful--- even necessary --- reading choice for my friends and followers: **Emergence from Illusion, a Memoir of Ricardo Johansson.**

This is one of those small, seminal gems that anyone can read in a day or two. It very clearly and concisely and informally treats all the same issues that I address, simply from a more European historical and philosophical perspective.

It takes in the broad view of the circumstance including the money issues at a glance and offers the author's solutions, which are just as straight-forward.

Talk about a breath of fresh air in a very musty room! Ahhhhh! Thank you, Ricardo Johansson! --- another voice lifted and heard!

Please note the subtitle of this book: "Nation building should begin at home."

And so it does and should and is taking place at this moment. It is in a change of mind, a resolve and expansion of knowledge taking place in each one of us, the end of pathetic silent obedience to tyranny and false guardianship and an end to casting off our own responsibilities.

Here is a quote to whet your whistle [Bob]:

"In all actuality, mankind's need for independence from tyrannical corporate terror and oppression by a few is no different today than at any time in the past. The only real difference from today and the past is our super technology that serves to make corporate tyranny potentially more dangerous on a world-wide basis. As a side-note, I thought you might find it as interesting as I did that the present Corporation of Government operative in America is now training its inter-corporate police forces to believe that the American Founding Fathers, were, in fact, terrorists. (Search YouTube for "FEMA calls founding fathers terrorists"). I would assume that the police officers would extrapolate that to mean that anyone who currently considers the actions of the Founding Fathers to be valiant, and who celebrates the 4th of July, would be a terrorist sympathizer at the very least. The humor here is, of course, that the European Royal Monarchy and its corporate culture-control Agents would naturally consider anyone opposed to their style of corporate government to be a "terrorist".

What Bob and his cohorts in the police and military are being trained to believe is actually more subtle and sophisticated than just the "terrorist" or "paper terrorist" meme we hear coming from the mouths of young Shipping Clerks (Bar Attorneys).

What they are in fact being taught is that all of us patriots and nationalists all over the world are ignorant clod-hoppers, perhaps well-intended, and perhaps not, similar to dumb beasts and cattle out in the feed lot. Of course, this idea that we are uneducated and ignorant makes the police and military feel that they are superior to us, because they have been taught that we are uneducated and ignorant and that our opinions and ideas are to be discounted.

We couldn’t possibly know better than they do, because, after all, they have been educated (by the Masters) and we haven’t.

The plain fact of the matter--- that all the secrets are crimes and the excuses for it are all horse hooey --- is thus veiled behind a wall of egotism and self-righteousness of the "my government, right or wrong" kind, that is fed from an endless well of ignorance on the part of the police and military.
People have asked me--- why do you bother with Bob Hurt? Because, in his own way, Bob Hurt is everyman in our government, another old Flatfoot, a man who isn't bad or good by his own devices, but simply misinformed and left in a welter of denial and confusion---despite the fact that his own experience must have left him with abundant proof that what I and all the other critics are saying is in fact true.

Imagine being that conflicted? Imagine spending your life in "law enforcement" only to learn that you were enforcing the wrong kind of law?
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